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TULLY C. KNOLES will be honored by the
Alumni Living Endowment in their 1940 drive to de
velop Knoles Field, the area immediately west of Bax
ter Stadium donated to the College of the Pacific by
Coach Amos Alonzo Stagg.

KNOLES FIELD WILL
BE DEVELOPED
Alumni Living Endowment Will
Undertake Task in 1940
Knoles Field, made possible by Amos Alonzo Stagg's
gift to the College of the Pacific, is to be developed in
1'940 by the Pacific Alumni Living Endowment, accord
ing to an announcement made this week by Charles
Warmer, Living Endowment director.

By CLAYTON LONG
Music Critic
One of the most successful of
the WPA music projects, the
Northern California Symphony,
under Nathan Abas, will be pre
sented In the Stockton High
School auditorium this Wednes
day evening at 8:00.
VARIED OFFERINGS
The symphony comes here un
der the sponsorship of several
local musical organizations. Play
ing under the baton of Director
Abas will be between 80 and 100
of the most talented, but other
wise deprived, musicians in Cali
fornia. They are certain to pro
duce a promised Interesting se
lection of works, ranging from
classical to modern.
Charles Keck, former gradu
ate of Pacific Conservatory, is
one of those who is responsible
for this orchestra's appearance
here. Two weeks ago he came to
Stockton through arrangements
with Phi Mu Alpha and Mu Phi
Alpha, national honorary fra
ternity and sorority respectively,
on this campus, to reveal in a
talk the Intricacies of adminis
trating such organizations as the
orchestra which is relatively only
a small portion of what the U. S.
government is doing to close up
the plunder-trap that some of
America's finest talent was fall
ing into.
SILVA PRAISES
Manlio Silva, noted throughout
the Pacific Coast as the conduc
tor of the Stockton Symphony,
spoke warmly of the concert and
praised Abas on his ability as an
organizer and musician.
"Since ^ Nathan Abas assumed
his post as director of the North
ern California Music Project,"
Silva said, "it has reached a point
where it is a valuable part of the
musical and educational culture
of California. I am especially
happy to welcome this fine group
of musicians. My years of asso
ciation with the musical life of
Stockton as symphony director
has taught that we have here an
eager audience for fine music."
As director of the project and
conductor of its symphony, Abas
has brought into play his exten
sive knowledge gained In long
association with various phases
of the American musical scene.
He first came to San Francisco
in '27, and for the last few years
he has become known as director
and organizer of the famous
Abas String Quartet, original
conductor of the Standard Sym
phony Hour and concertmaster of
the San Francisco Symphony.
PROGRAM
The program, which starts at 8
o'clock," will include: 1812 Over
ture, Tschaikowsky, Nocturne,
Hal McDonald; Rhumba, McDon
ald; Fireworks, Igor Stravinsky;
Voices of Spring, Strauss; Capriccio Espagnole, Rimsky-Korsakoff. Advanced ticket sales are
being carried on at the Conserva
tory Office and Fuhrman Music
Co., in town. Admission is 25
cents.
•
o

The field, a twenty-one acre*"
tract of land adjacent to Baxter
Stadium, will be used for recrea
tional purposes. "Surveys show
that development of this field
would be of great aid to Pa
cific," said Mr. Warmer. "There
fore the Alumni Living Endow
ment has chosen this task as its
major undertaking during 1940,
How Times Change!
knowing that all alumni will be
Hundred Alumni Come;
Wednesday night's paper car particularly interested In helping
ried headlines about a Nazi-Brit to develop a part of the campus
Knoles Field Is Object
ish skirmish on the Western named in honor of the president
Front, Total casualties: 16 killed,
Approximately one hundred
who has spent twenty-one years
20 wounded. Contrast this with
class agents for the 1940 Alumni
in developing Pacific."
the "last" World War when headLiving Endowment from all over
lines screamed: HUNDREDS SIMILAR GATEWAY
the state of California will de
SLAUGHTERED! and the pres
An entrance to the field, under scend on the campus tomorrow
ent conflict seems tepid. The tentative plans, will be con for a meeting and social gather
Finns and Russians are making structed across the west end of ing at the home of President
up for it, however.
Stadium Drive. This proposed Tully C. Knoles.
The American attitude toward
entrance is to be in the form EXPLANATIONS
the Western war has become one
of a gateway similar to the
The meeting has been arranged
of amused impatience. The aver
Harriet Smith Memorial Gate, for the purpose of explaining the
age man in the street wonders
except that, for purposes of 1940 Alumni Living Endowment
why in the world don't they make
peace if they're not going to landscaping, the structure will project — that of developing
//
not be of solid brick, but of Knoles Field. Full instructions
light.
will be given the class agents.
But people like Walter Lipp- brick and Iron bars. Across the
Speakers will be President
top
of
the
gateway
the
name
lan recognize the reappearance
Knoles, Mrs. Albt. Anderson, vice'
of
the
field—"Knoles
Field"—
°f "normal warfare" in which
president of the Pacific Alumni
waiting and feinting are princi will be erected. Trees and shrubs
Association; Robert E. Burns,
will
be
planted
around
the
en
pal strategies and battles are
alumni secretary; and Charles
fought only when a definite ob trance and on the field.
According to Robert L. Warmer, director ox the Alumni
jective must be gained. LippLiving Endowment. Presiding
oiann points out that the last Breeden, director of athletics,
will be President William Morris
r
w
there
is
room
on
the
field
for
wa as a "freak" in that It was
of the Alumni Association.
Primarily a blind struggle of mil- many sports facilities including
ions of men, rather than a war
riding ring, a three-hole golf SEE SHOW
n "the classical tradition" of in- course, a football practice field,
Following the meeting, dinner
n|Ue and maneuvering.
several baseball diamonds (for will be served. The group will
For a concise review (and clev- hardball and Softball), an wind up the evening by going in
' condemnation) of the Ameri- archery field, and courts for a body to the musical comedy,
an point of view regarding the
badminton, hockey, soccer, and "Step 'n' High." The visitors will
be the guests of the Alumni asso
Resent conflict, read what a fa- tennis.
elation, the college and the Little
hous French correspondent has
NAMED FOR PRESIDENT
Theatre.
° say in this month's Reader's
Knoles Field was made pos
o
,'gest. Eet makes one for to
heenk,
sible last year by Amos Alonzo
Stagg. When President Tully C. Public Affairs
*en9al Blarney
Knoles was on the 1939 Alaskan
*eP, those Faculty bums sure tour, an opportunity for Pacific
Investigates
ere lucky Tuesday. We under
to increase its growing campus
bid the profs are taking up a arose. Mr. Stagg, upon hearing
Migratory Labor
•"'lection to buy Phil Ritchie a of this opportunity, made it pos
Plaque.
The Public Affairs group heard
sible for Pacific to be assured
Funniest aftermath of the big of a beautiful, roomy campus last Tuesday the purpose and
awl came Wednesday morning for years to come. Because of workings of the Associated
Jaeoby's € o'clock class, his warm friendship for Presi Farmers discussed by Dr. Don
en that star of the night bedent Knoles, Mr. Stagg re Watson, from Petaluma, presi
Je asked if there were any jun- quested that the addition be dent of the organization, and Mr.
s in the class. A goodly numHarold Angier, secretary of the
called Knoles Field.
' i,r °Jhands shot up. Whereupon
San Joaquin County branch.
They told the group that the
all "TV
assumed his most pro- EVERY BIT HELPS
^sorlal attitude (wagging fin"The reason for the Alumni Associated Farmers were organ
W. :er
b and all) and quoth: "Let that Living Endowment," explained ized in 1932 to raise wages of
a lesson to you!"
Mr. Warmer, "is that few laborers and to improve farm
Nv
•
•
*
alumni have enough money to housing conditions. The state was
k's
about
time
the
P.S.A.
in
erect
buildings and need an op subdivided into 42 units or sec
,110
in a shoulder brace for
V11
portunify to aid the institution tions of the organization so that
r
0«
;J1 Leader Ham Briggs. Last which has aided them. Through more could be accomplished. Now
' yrday night at the hoop sea- the Living Endowment everyone the membership has grown un
*
5.(10
I s finale, for the umpteenth is given that opportunity be til it totals 30,000 farmers who
,
in his career, Ham threw cause
while
an
endowment are opposed to the abuses of
s wandering, too-gay blade out
,00«"7
would be invested to earn in organized labor.
Next Tuesday at 2:25 the final
joint, causing no end of dis- terest, cash gifts are looked at
jnfort to himself and conster- frorh the standpoint of interest meeting of this series concern
among players and spec- itself. A cash gift of ten dollars ing migratory labor will be held,
, ,ors
Some day Ham Is while it may not seem important It will consist of a discussion of
' lnS to pop that shoulder out by itself, is equal to the in the other meetings, in the hope
a track meet, the report will terest on an endowment of $250 of finding a solution to the prob
lem.
^ r°ntinued on ya'jk t, column 7J if money earns 4%."
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QUEEN CANDIDATES

Northern California
WPA Symphony Is
Here Wednesday at 8:00

Term Trivia

ttrf
, he is or is he ain't?
is h
11 F.D-R- run for a third
wiU T won't he? That is the
OI
terrn °| question growing more
cal
r,liti
lentous by the hour. No one
Roosevelt himself, and
kn°w pe isn't so sure, either.
A it is, the longer F.D.R
knids his decision, t h e
*i _er his control of the party
str°ng But; when he does make
,viU Louncement—one way or
tltf
aii hell may break loose
a the Democratic party split
a open. The psychological
ifications of the question are
Trifold, intriguing.
"SL corner would feel better
t the whole problem If there
ab°U more outstanding
candiwer in the field. We can't see
dates Wheeler, McNutt or Far
SEn't laugh-we think he's
1 y
best bet if Roosevelt doesn't
Jose to run). None of those
inks l^e a great president to
None comes close to RooseSt m stature as a statesman.
personally, Cordell Hull seems
..Dave all the qualities of a good
President, but the advanced age
It the Secretary of State—72—
practically eliminates him from
consideration.
.
Therefore, unless Hull is ac
ceptable to the convention in
Jy we are inclined to string
along with F.D.R. for a third
term, contending when you have
a good man there's no sense in
throwing him overboard for an
inferior. Tradition is a lovely
thing 'till it becomes a fetish.
On the Republican side of the
fence, where the grass grows
greener daily, Dewey, according
to early straw ballots, is "the
people's choice." But then, so is
Garner among the Democrats.
Mean much?
Somehow we have an errant
suspicion that Senator Taft of
Ohio is going to sneak off with
the G.O.P. nomination. He's a
typical Republican candidate —
quiet and unassuming appear
ance, an on-the-fence-conservaKve, from a big business state
(which, incidentally, is "the
Mother of Presidents"—not Vir
ginia) and above all, possessed of
i fine political name—Taft.
In a nutshell:
What we'd like to see in No
vember: Dewey vs. Hull.
What we think we'll get: Taft
vs. Roosevelt.
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Alumni Are
Headed for
Meet

Five Dollars
Is Given
Away
Anybody want five bucks ($5)?
A prize of five dollars is
offered by the Scroll and Stylus
Club for the best short story
(1000 to 1200 words) submitted
by a Pacific Student Association
member for inclusion in its
spring publication, MSS, to go on
sale about April 15. The deadline
for the short story contest will
be Friday, March 15. Manuscripts
may be submitted to Ingeborg
van Loben Sels, or to Miss Elea
nor McCann, Faculty Advisor, in
Room 202, before that date.
ALL TYPES
The magazine will also contain
poetry, critical and humorous
prose, as well as other short
stories submitted to the club for
consideration. Contributions in
these other fields will be wel
comed also before March 15. All
short stories submitted in the
contest will be eligible for publi
cation in the magazine.
PSA BOOK
All students Interested in writ
ing are urged to submit their
work, even though they are not
connected with the Scroll and
Stylus Club. This is a publication
sponsored by the PSA, and is
open to all members of the Asso
ciation. Again in this year's book,
the organization is striving to
include representative student
work in all fields of literary en
deavor so as to present a crosssection of Pacific's talent in writ
ing.
Advance sale of the magazine
will be announced immediately

after the spring vacation.

Pacific Will Add
Radio Major
C. O. P. Leads Coast in Action;
Crabbe to Study at N. Y. U.
Beginning next fall, the College of the Pacific will
add a radio major to its rapidly expanding speech de
partment.
Dr. Roy C. McCall, chairman of the speech depart
ment, said that the radio division will be directed by
\
^Professor John Crabbe, director

One of the above young ladies will be crowned queen
of Pacific's Mardi Gras in April. The unsuccessful can
didates will be members of the queen's court. Their
names? They are (front row) Barbara Stewart, Char
lotte Smith, Bette Ann Barnes, Phyllis Grimshaw, (back
row) Barbara Lennox, Jane Jordan, Jane Ketman, and
Charmain Cash.
Photo by Woodruff

WHO WILL BE OUR
1940 GRAS OUEEN?
Representatives of Eight Living
Groups Are Competing This Year
By BUFORD BUSH
With fanfare and triumphant trumpets the High Em
press of the Ball, the Royal Mistress of the Festivities,
will he crowned Queen of the Mardi Gras, April 5, and
with her coronation the battle fades and Pacific's Night
of Revelry becomes peaceful. For a candidate is an
object—type and style depend-*
ing upon whose candidate she is
DIRECTOR
—but a Queen is a Queen and
above rivalry.
And from whence comest the
Court of the Queen with its
Royal Princesses?
IN THE BEGINNING
In the beginning it was the
year 1936. Student Body Presi
dent Ed Simonsen sponsored
what was to be Pacific's first
annual Mardi Gras. There was
a splendid idea, but no one will
The eight queen candidates
will be introduced to the stu
dent body at next week's
assembly. Voting will begin
immediately after, and con
tinue from 11:40 till 4:00 in
the main hall of the Adminis
tration Building. The PSA
card is the only prerequisite
for casting a ballot.
ever know by what quirk of
the mind Ed decreed that a
Queen should reign. But decree
he did, thereby instituting the
Battle of the Beauties.
By official proclamation each
campus women's living group
DeMARCUS BROWN, In
was to select a candidate for stu collaboration with Mrs.
dent body consideration at the Wilhelmina Harbert, pro
polls—winner to take all (the duces Little Theatre's mnqueenship) while runners-up oc
sicomedy, "Step 'n' High."
cupied the royal household as
princesses.
Suffice it to say that they
did, and we did, and In 1936,
ROGERS HIT IS
Mary Bay,
Epsilon's
pride,
reigned supreme as Queen of
NEAR RECORD
the Mardi Gras, appropriating
ATTENDANCE
the royal crown by virtue of
popularity and beauty decided
Prof. Arthur Farey, busi
fairly by Pacific's student body
ness
manager of the Little
in votive spirit at the polls.
Theater,
today announced
IJAMS WINS
that the Harold Rogers musi
Nineteen hundred and thirtycal, "Step 'n' High," conclud
seven crowned Edith I jams as
Pacific's leading Lady of the
ing with tomorrow's perform
Mad Grass and again Epsilon's
ance, has a chance of setting
colors floated at the mast. Tom
an all-time high in attend
Coffee fearlessly faced feminine
ance. The Pacific Little The
wrath as Queen Chairman.
atre's production of "Peter
Alpha Theta Tau and Verna
Pan" in 1937 has held all at
Dunstan ended Epsilon's mono
tendance records up until
poly, queening the Royal Court
now. However, Mr. Farey be
of '38, with the Hall's Betty
lieves that If sales keep up as
Barry, Epsilon's Marge Nichols.
they have been, "Step 'n'
Mu Zete's Jean Westrum, and
High" will be the new holder
Tau Kappa's Jean Strong as
of record attendance.
ladies of Queen Verna.
Widespread publicity has
BENTLEY AS SQUIRE
been given this latest produc
Growing in popularity, rising
tion of DeMarcus Brown's,
in distinction, the magnificent
articles having appeared to
Mardi Gras attracted six aspir
date in Oakland and San
ants to the purple robes of 1939,
Francisco newspapers.
Manor Hall neophyting as the
sixth living group in the cam
paign. Dick Bentley squired and 'PETRIFIED
sponsored the campaign which
introduced as princess of the FOREST'
court of the Madcap Gras,
IS NEXT
Minnie Sawyer, Alpha Theta
Tau; Jimmie Wood, Women's
"Petrified Forest" by Rob
Hall; Margaret Trabert, Epsilon;
ert Emmett Sherwood will be
Effle Calderwood, Manor Hall;
the next production of the
and Helen Hall, Tau Kappa. The
Pacific Little Theatre, Di
reign of Queen Junan Bronzich,
rector DeMarcus Brown an
Mu Zeta Rho, was brief—but
nounced yesterday.
what a night.
Rehearsals for this wellBut was there something
known dramatic production
deeper than sweet feminine wiles
will probably not begin until
in the 1939 campaign? Time
after vacation, though cast
only will tell why Queen Junan
ing is expected to approach
used crutches for a week pre
completion next week. Pro
duction will come April 11,
vious to the coronation.
12, and 13.
LEAP GRAS
1940—The Gras of the Leap
The fiftieth anniversary of its
Year.
Presenting the candidates for founding will be celebrated by the

- (Continued cm page 2, column 6) University of Chicago in 1941.

Debate
Devotees
Depart

Pulich, Biddick, Fuller,
and Fanucci Leave
for Month's Trip East
The first leg of a four-week
transcontinental debate tour for
our PSA debaters will start from
the Santa Fe depot Wednesday
morning at 10:15.
The two men's varsity teams
of Martin Pulich and Bill Biddick,
Carl Fuller and John Fannucci
are the four selected. Prof. E. S.
Betz will make the trip with the
boys.
ACCOMPANIED PART WAY
The first stop will be at the
University of Redlands, where a
Pi Kappa Delta invitational tour
nament will be in progress over
the week-end. The campus Halliburtons will have company at
the Redlands tournament, with
Lois Archibald and Gladys Bar
tholomew entered in women's de
bate, and Wayne Everett, George
Kapel, and John Sayers as lower- ]
division entrants.
At Redlands, Fannucci will be
entered in oratory, Biddick in extemp, and Pulich and Fuller in
impromptu speaking. Miss Archi
bald will enter women's extemp.
In the lower division the team
entry in debate will be Kapel and
Everett. Sayers will compete in
both extemp and impromptu,
while Everett will confine his
extra-curricular activities to ora
tory; Kapel to extemp.
EAST TO TENNESSEE
On Sunday the two senior
men's teams will entrain for a
series of non-decision debates
through the Southwest, culminat
ing in the national tournament
at Knoxville, Tenn., April 23-29.
At the conclusion of the tourna
ment the squad will split, with
Pulich and Fuller traveling
through the Midwest for a series
of non-decision debates, and Fan
nucci and Biddick, with Prof.
Betz journeying to the Northwest
for several audience debates and
participation in the Pacific Foren
sic League tournament at Ore
gon State University in Corvallis.
The P.F.L. conclave, April 4, 5,
and 6, does not sponsor debate
but maintains high standards In
individual competition.
Mrs. Betz will attend the Redlands tournament over the week
end and return to Stockton with
those who do not make the East
ern trip.
J. C.'s UTAH BOUND
Prof. Clark, assisted by Prof.
Nichols, is also whipping the re
mainder of the J.C. squad into
shape for the national Phi Rho
Pi tournament in Ogden, Utah.
The migration to Mormon-land
will not start 'till next Friday.
In contrast to last year's fre
quent trips, the trips this year
have been drastically reduced in
sofar as number has been con
cerned. But concerning the qual
ity of those jaunts undertaken
there has as yet been no marked
dissension among squad mem
bers.

TEST, BUT
NO STUDY
All students who have not yet
taken the Thurstone Phychological Examination and the Co-oper
ative Achievement Tests, in
mathematics, social science and
natural science, are required to
take these tests on March 14.
They will begin at 9:50 and con
tinue on until 12:30, in Room 303,
Administration Building.
Students will be automatically
excused from classes and assem
bly during these hours. Students
who have failed to take these ex
aminations at the times previous
ly scheduled, and were not ex
cused, will be charged a late fee
of 50 cents. This announcement
was made from the Registrar's
Office of the Stockton Junior
College.
s
o

English Majors
English majors will meet
in the social room of Ander
son Hall next Wednesday
evening at 7:30, where Dr.
Sidney L. Gulick Jr., profes
sor of English at Mills Col
lege, will address the group
on "Lord Chesterfield.'"

° f the Campus studi °- 1116 co1"

lege of the Pacific thus becomes
the first institution on the Pacific
Coast or, as far as is known,
west of the Mississippi, to offer
a complete major in radio. Our
Campus Studio has already ob
tained the distinction of having
one of the best college studios
anywhere on the coast.
CRABBE INSTRUCTOR
John Crabbe will be employed
as full time instructor in this
field because of his wide know
ledge of and experience in radio.
Prof. Crabbe first attended Mo
desto Junior College and follow
ing graduation was employed
there as stage manager of their
theatre. After this he spent the
following two years at Fresno

JOHN CRABBE
State Teachers College. While at
tending this institution he was
supervisor of construction of
Fresno's University Street Play
house. In the fall of 1936 he en
rolled at the College of the Pa
cific and in 1937 received his
Bachelor of Arts degree. He re
mained here as part-time instruc
tor in radio, and stage manager
of the Pacific Little Theater. Dur
ing the summer of 1938 he went
to the University of Iowa, taking
graduate work in stage lighting
and radio. Crabbe obtained recog
nition last year by creating and
organizing the Intercollegiate
Radio Script Exchange all over
the United States.
MUCH EXPERIENCE
The College of the Pacific is
at the present the central office
of this exchange. Besides all
these achievements, Prof. Crabbe
has valuable professional ex
perience in radio and technical
theatre work. This summer he
will attend New York University
to take up an intensive study of
radio under National Broadcast
ing Company and the Columbia
Broadcasting heads — such as
Earle McGill, John S. Carlile,
Max Wylie, and Douglas Coulter.
His time will be divided between
the university and Radio City,
where experimental and observa
tional laboratories are conducted.
Mr. Crabbe expects a great in
crease of air time next fall.
PREPARATORY COURSES
The Stockton Junior College
offers the following courses,
which are preparatory for the
radio major: Fundamentals of
Speech, six units; Elementary
Acting, two units; and Funda
mentals of Reading, two units.
The College of the Pacific will
offer two1 new year courses —
Radio Drama and Radio News.
In addition there will be the
present courses: Radio Work
shop, Radio Speech and Tech
nique, Radio Writing and Pro
duction, Practical Radio Discus
sion, and select courses in Eng
lish, Music, Psychology, and
Physics.
COMPLETE STUDY
Dr. McCall advises that upon
entering into the Senior College
for the radio major, students
choose courses according to their
interests and abilities. Complete
study of
radio announcing,
drama, and technique will be pro
vided by the new division of the
speech department.

LASTCH°ANCE
FOR $1.50
NARANJADO
Preliminary sale of the
1940 Naranjado will end to
day. This is the last chance
for students of the College of
the Pacific and the Stockton
Junior College to purchase
the Naranjado at the pres
ent special reduced rates.
Prices today are $1.50 for
student body members in
both spring and fall, or $2.50
to those who belonged in
either one of the two semes
ters, or $3.50 for those who
didn't belong at all. If an
other opportunity is given to
purchase the book it will be
at advanced prices.
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Instruct a wise man, and he will become still
r^cach a righteous man, and he will learn the

FEATURE

in the mood

EDITORIAL

By the Super Sleuths

1e»P T»u JM0" (0
Any similarity of persons mentioned in this column to per 'Hj
on the campus either living or dead is purely coincidental. (Thw Mot <5 ,cK
Reprinted from the American Translation of the Bible.
what you think.)
Copyright 1935 by the University of Chicago.
*°b
, ,hr
Is it possible that grades are going in so soon . . . that
, 0>
(of «" a
and
that
a
good
cinches will he out so soon
Part
of the spring term is already shot to heck? Studen.
who commenced their chant of turning over a new )eaf
Is there anything less tangible but more important
Just to make sure you cats at the beginning of the term have deemed it futile am,
to a college's well-being than morale?
•scholars who did turn over ,
don't forget the Musician's Band
"Perhaps not," you may say, ''but will you define
Battle out at the Cocoanut
new leaf have just begun ^
rV a:
Grove tonight, we're going
your terms, Mr. Editor ? What is morale, and how
realize how silly the idea was
rrt'- pl<* L
mention It again. It's a boot
can you recognize its absence?"
"After all, it's spring and
watch the reactions caused by
A blistering last-half rally
Morale is most conspicuous in its absence. It is a.
"C» average is good enongj," VjJ
>•
t
the different bands as they play.
enabled the "Seeopee" fac
is the usual rationalizing that
A*
I
Sometimes, the dancers stand
group mental state reflected in an attitude of zeal,
ulty to win 23 to 20, and go
hfifl.r
COlflfi* on
On arDiinJ
mi > tint''
I '
hear
going
around
to
gawk,
and
then
again,
around
th,
spirit, hope, and confidence. Once that attitude be
ing away, over the hapless
campus as co-eds take freqnen,
sometimes they dance.
incomes undermined, specific acts reflect wrecked
trips out under the moon and
^'ncy pY,
class of '40 In the annual
HARD ON BAND
"Psychology vs. religion should rely upon crossing their finge
morale with increasing frequency.
Senior-Faculty cage tilt.
What makes It hard on the be changed to psychology and re
There is no necessity to place the editorial finger
The winning points were band is the fact that they can't ligion," was the viewpoint ex when mdre mid-terms and fli,^
scored by "Wig" Francis, aided be sure whether the patrons en pressed by Dr. Glenn R. Pease come around.
on evidences of crumbling local morale—they are all
by the traditional "blackout," and joy watching them or else to the Meeting of the Crossways GOOD EXERCISE
too apparent to the serious observer. Note simply
"Flip"
Ritchie, who, while reach they're putting out such lousy yesterday afternoon at 4:40 in
And with the sun shining and
. segment. of<• Pacific s picture football
the athletic
ing to retrieve the ball off the jive that it's impossible to the upstairs hall of the new unit the flowers flowering it seemed
IT »
players drop out of school or lose interest, basketball
backboard, scored two digits for dance. And, as you all know,
only natural for Audrey Grady
of Anderson Hall.
"pin
.
J
there's no one who's as critical
stars (though their last game reflects their basic This shows one of the tipoffs in the Faculty-Senior game the faculty.
— Her-man to decide on
Third in the current series of and
last Tuesday night, in which the Faculty won by the
The annual hardwood classic of music as a musician. Just
B°b Do
long walk last Sunday. Their „er,.
gameness) lose confidence, nearly all hope, even be margin
discussions
concerning
a
possible
given them by the traditional "lights out." Play was spirited by the usual rough- for fun, try standing near a
Lcb«r
invigorating tramp got them as
fore treading the hardwood.
ing above are "Flip" Ritchie, Chris Kjeldsen, Hugh Mc- house style of play. The seniors hep-cat and listen to the raves conflict between science and re far as the Cub House where
ligion,
Dr.
Pease
told
the
group
Must we be pessimistic? Even if this picture be Williams, Hew Morrill, Dr. Waldo, Joe Tudor, and either were usually on the receiving and digs pour out. Anyhow, it's that from the psychologist's they decided it wasn't such a
are
,#v Mr,
end of such "knock-down drag- all good clean fun and a swell
true need morale crumble more? Can it be restored? Ernie Atkinson or Bob Wentz (No. 21),
good
idea
after
all.
out" play as administered by chance to hear the local combos point of view there is no conflict
between science and "religion." NEW HANDLE?
If so, how? It is to this extremely difficult task, to
"Fat" Betz and "Butch" Arnold.
joim 3" p,tt<nAny conflict, he believes, lies be
We'd still like to know why (prdon
"Naztache" Jacoby led the fac cut loose.
consideration of some possibilities for action, that we
tween psychology and "churchi- Bob Henning is known to his
ulty scoring with five points, ONE NIGHTER
move now.
Carvel Craig's band played a anity," which includes the creeds f r a t e r n i t y b r o t h e r s ( r e s p e c t ,
while Ritchie, Fuller, Griffiths
(1) C. O. P.-PSA-S. J. C. relations must be clari
and Swaggerty each tallied four one-nighter out at the Grove last a n d r i t u a l s o f t h e v a r i o u s fully??) as Reverend Aloysius
TE
Saturday night. A good com churches.
markers for the seniors.
Stork. It may be his resemblance HlZ'
fied, and improved, whether along the specific lines
Phi 1*1? th'»'
mercial
crew
that
should
do
As
Christ
defined
religion,
ui
"Thin men" Corson and Jonte,
to the bird and then again it
suggested in these editorial columns or not. There
last ni«ht
garbed in Idaho petticoats, open right well for itself in the hotel from the ethical side in terms of may not.
K1~" *
is nothing hopeless in the jumble which confronts
KL
ed ceremonies amid a roar of racket. Leader Craig is an In living a good life, which, after AN OLD GAG
lectio0 ofBo"
first h«d dl1
loyal friends of the PSA at the present critical "Is world (European) organi "Should young people discuss stuff, and were followed in "a la gratiating personality, and, all all, should be the real meaning of
And have you noticed the
*•weni
and women relationships Mandarin" by the Senior Ballet in all, the band did a splendid religion, there can be no conflict.
moment, but everything is hopeless for those who zation possible? I'm asking you men
ROY-al
Shiner
that
Peggy
Es
before
marriage?"
This
was
the
0°f
'e
in
the
gym.
job. But the crowd was con
Dr. Harold S. Jacoby has been
Troupe.
because public opinion, and par
have no hope, whose morale is completely shot.
monds is sporting about these ^d8"*e dance the ««
question
asked
the
Rev.
Ralph
spicuous
by
its
absence.
invited
to
be
speaker
for
the
The
freshmen
downed
the
ticularly American public opin
The name-band situation looks Meeting of the Crossways next days? Peggy sticks to the old
Let us approach our problems realistically, but ion (which you will determine Crawford, head of the Good Will sophs, 27 to 16, in the prelim.
house tor * 11,f
door knob gag. Well . . . that's
Industries of
Stockton and
Thursday
afternoon.
Continuing
very
sad
until
after
Easter,
at
.
.
—o
in
earning
years
)
largely
decides
with a burning desire to cooperate for their solution.
r
former member of the Institute
least. The manager of the Grove in the science series, he will lead her story and best she sticks
Admittedly the obstacles to successful settlement are the question."
of Family Relations in Los An J. C. NETMEN
feels that no attraction would a discussion on religion as a so to it.
great, but in no place should the odds be higher than CLOSE ATTENTION
geles, when he spoke at the
OFF AGAIN
draw
sufficiently during Lent, cial institution.
Thus Monsieur Pierre De
"Just one more week to go"
and as result, he's laying low.
those faced and overcome last fall when the Bengals Lanux, well known French lec All-Association Meeting held for SCHEDULE
members
and
friends
of
the
seems
to have become the theme fS SPRING
After
the
holiday,
things
should
ground California's proud gold and blue into the turer and journalist, put his
HIGH SCHOOL
S. C. A. Monday night.
song
of
prospective Death Valley
pick up, we hope.
proposition to the assembly last
Berkeley dust. It can be done; it must be done.
Mr. Crawford said that as long
voyagers
who have commenced
The Stockton Junior Col
Tuesday, an audience all ol
(2) Confidence must be gained. Editorial writers whose thinking members gave as the problem of divorce is
to pack their bags already in
lege tennis team will taste
view of the approaching trip:
on city dailies constantly harp on confidence, con Mr. Lanux their closest atten so prominent today, he feels
their first competition of the
that young people should think
Here's hoping the weather stays
fidence by business in government, or confidence in tion.
Silence period will start tonight perfect for them all week and
through the problems involved
current
season
next
Wednes
our president, or in our nation's policies. What is If the democracies (M. Lanux before they marry. In this way
at 8:30 for the sororities and there won't be a shortage ot
day at three o'clock when
uses the term) win, the re
rushees. It will extend • until sleeping bags when they get
important in the world about us is equally important sponsibility for European organi they would have a better chance
they meet the Stockton High
Tuesday afternoon when girls there. Students who are left
for success in later life.
on the college campus!
zation after the conflict will be
will respond to notices sent from behind will just have to con
School tennis team at Oak
If enough interest is shown
theirs.
They
propose
a
federated
(Continued from page 1)
Confidence comes through success, success which
the Dean's office and state their sole themselves with new Easter
in this problem Mr. Crawford
Park,
in
Stockton.
This
match
,
,
a sort of United States
will conduct a series of meet
opened but did not close our football season, success Europe,
scepter, crown and robes of the preference. The hours from 2:30 outfits ... or, just console thorn] p6 ID afld SGC r
will be in the nature of a
of Europe. The mistake after ings on the subject, starting
Fifth Annual Mardi Gras! Eight to 4:30 have been set aside as selves.
which repeated the pigskin cycle on the basketball 1918 was in reverting to com
tune-up match, and will give
preference period. Pledging will
April 3. He will include in his
floor. Two weeks ago the debaters led the way with plete sovereignty with no pro talks the significance of finan the cubs a chance to smooth candidates, the number welcom be after these hours and will be THEME SONGS
ing
to
the
fray
the
Pacific
Co
Man That Comes Around
their Linfield sweep. Perhaps they can follow it up vision for normal, total, con cial, social, intellectual, and re out their court tactics.
operative House and Women's determined by each house.
Dat Ol Shooman
o
Stockton High School has a Hall Annex.
ligious factors on marriage as
at Redlands, or at Knoxville. In large measure it tinental economic life.
Serenade
in
the
Night ..
PREREQUISITES
habit
of
turning
out
outstanding
Presenting in name without
must remain, however, for the track and swimming The prerequisites for the Fed well as consideration of who,
Archania
why, and when one should tennis players, among other forecast, or recommendations— Home Ec. Club
teams to build student confidence, morale.
Little Brown Jug
erated Europe are (1) defeat of marry. Those who are interested things, and Coach Dashiell is not
for a man must live with his
"Prodigal" Dusty Miller
(3) The PSA must re-emphasize its heritage of the German war machine, and in such a series of meetings are overlooking the fact they might predictions or the results of his Sponsors PotThey Thought That They Had
(2) provision for economic or asked to sign up on the S. C. A.
tradition. As members of a united body, Junior Col ganization after the war.
score an upset. Fleming and errors in judgment: Mu Zeta Luck Supper
Left It At the Asto'r ..
bulletin board or to speak to Covey, their two ranking play Rho, Phyllis Grimshaw; Alpha
lege and Senior College students alike participate in What is America's part in Miss
New home economics students
Rhlzomia's Tiger
Campbell.
ers, are well regarded in local Theta. Tau, Jane Ketman; Tau are cordially invited to attend the
o
a tradition which dates back nearly to gold rush European reconstruction? Ac
o
tennis circles and they should Kappa Kappa, Bartfara Lennox; pot-luck supper sponsored by the
cording to M. Lanux, disarmdays.
provide a suitable test for Stew Epsilon Lambda Sigma, Jane Jor Home Economics Club next Mon
ingly enough, the Allies do not
Town Meeting
Freshman classes in the College of the Pacific, and want American intervention, nor Latest Fashions
art Browne and Bill Hunefeld, dan; Women's Hall, Charmain day evening in the new S.C.A.
Jaysee number one and two play Cash; Pacific Cooperative House, upstairs rooms. After supper the Discusses
now in the Stockton Junior College, have been wear even American participation in Modeled by
Charlotte Smith; Manor Hall, plans and purposes of the club
ers respectively.
ing orange and black dinks for uncounted years. By the peace settlement. They do
want intelligent American public Zetagatheans
Wilfred Traphagen, Bud Smith, Barbara Stewart; Women's Hall will be explained to the guests, the Joads
the way, where were they this spring? Are the sopho opinion,
Annex, Betty Ann Eames.
and at that time they may be
moral encouragement
Ben Hamm, and Hugh Hutchins
mores growing soft? Is the dink tradition to wither for what is deemed good for Zetagathean's Spring Fashion will probably round out the team WHO?
come new members if they wish
The Town Meeting of the Ail
From this display of the to join. Virginia Doane is in group met last Thursday eve
away with declining student body membership? Are Europe. The momentum of Show was shown last evening that will see action in the first
prides of the Campus women's charge of the foods committee; ning at six o'clock for dinnei
other traditions to follow its lead? They should not; American public opinion will en at 8 p. m. in the S. C. A. Rooms. match of the season. Farrell livin<
T "roups and selected
in Dorothy McBride the decorations and an interesting discussion or
courage the European statesmen The dresses and ensembles were Dedrick, John Ebbesen, Felix
DONOVAN'S
they must not.
ballot
bv those living groups—- and invitations.
in their- attempts to perfect post furnished by Donovan's Smart
the subject, "What shall we d<
Contillo, Marvin Daugherty, and one shall we crown. Who? It
Plans
are
also
under
way
for
Here, then, is part, but only part, of the answer war European organization.
with the Joad family?"
Shop, and the millinery was Bob Silva will also be counted on.
will be decided by you and you a supper-dance some time in
The speakers for this interest
furnished by Madame Petzoldt.
to the PSA's broken (or badly bent) morale. The GOOD REPRESENTATIVE
and you. Gaze with admiration April for all members of the club ing California and Mid-Wes
Appealing personal appear Modeling were Marian Ferguson,
present dark days may be but the prelude to success
336
at their display in assembly on and their guests.
labor problem were Philip Bar
with high eyebrows and Reva Abrams, Alice Phelps,
ful achievement of this great educational experiment ance,
o
March
14.
Vote
immediately
Track
Mentor
croft, who ran for senator ir
curly hair, together with a clear Charlotte Schwing, Ruby Parson,
afterwards, as if you were the
or they may be totally eclipsed in the storm to fol but definitely accented speech Roberta Young, Gladys Hotch1938 and represents the Asso
Spring
Formal
worshiping
but
forgotten
man—
low. We can help insure the former outcome. Wil and a decided sense of humor kiss, Gladys Sanguinetti, Peg Donates
ciated Farmers' point of view
her escort. Girls, of course, will
render M. Lanux an excellent Bigham, Barbara Durst, and
Rex C. Tugwell, under secretar;
Given
by
you help?
vote the house ticket.
Two Medals
.representative for the French Doris Bishofberger.
of the Department of ' Agricuj
"One Princess shall become Men's Hall
nation and the Allied cause.
Peggy Bigham was general
ture; Hugh Bennet, chief of
As incentives for prospective Queen," so reads the ancient
—G P. chairman, and her committees
April 26 is the date set for the conservation, U. S. Departmef
track men, Coach Earl Jackson legend, "but only to be revealed
were as follows: decorations,
.
o
offers several awards each sea at midnight of the Mardi Gras annual spring semi-formal of of Agriculture, member of pre'1{
Elaine Brink, Gladys Bartholo
Men's Hall. The dance will be at dent's advisory board on Re'
Modern collegians have been accused, and too Special Easter
mew, Pat Mitchell, and Audrey son for consistent performers. with fanfare and with chimes." the Hotel Stockton and friends of Works Administration: Can'
o
S e g a I e; refreshments, Ardis A gold medal is given at the end
often rightly so, of a multitude of faults. One o Program
the boys in the dorm will be Williams, author of the mu«
of the season to the Jaysee ath
Singelton,
Elaine
Buoy,
Ruth
given bids.
discussed book, "Factories in ®
which he is seldom accused by those who know him
Visiting
Choir
Helen
Atchley; lete who contributes the most to
Members of the dance commit Field."
Prefacing the Easter season, Jones, and
best is that of moroseness or gloomy pessimism.
the morale of the team. The
tee have appointed Herman SaThis movement has gatliere
College Chapel next Tuesday will tickets, Harriet Kientz and Doris
a+ Assembly
Though the mountains may fall into the sea on have as the theme, "The Life Bishofberger: usherettes, Glenna award is based on attendance, im
piro for music. Clinton Ward, so much interest that KWG
The
Sacramento
Junior
Col
all sides of them, Johnny Q. and Janie R. Pacific Abundant." An all-musical and Cusick, Genny Abrams, and provement, leadership, and per lege A Cappella Choir will pre house president, has general found it necessary to spon#j
formance.
remain blithely unconscious, tightly wrapped within dramatic program will feature Jackie Judge.
sent a program at assembly next charge of the dance, assisted by a group at the station above
Entertainment during the eve
Jack Hanner was awarded the
Mrs. Annely Uchida in an aes
Harter, Bud Smith, Lloyd Hotel Wolf, for discussion of «
their shell of campus rumor, reality, and romance thetic interpretation and the A ning was furnished by Beverly honor last year. Coach Jackson, Thursday under the direction of Gene
Hebbron,
Jack Yates and Bill questions raised.
Though the world turn to ashes at their finger tips Cappella choir in special Easter Meyer and Pauline Crawford, D i r e c t o r o f A t h l e t i c s , " D o c " MiW Ivine Shields, who received Orvis.
a Master of Music degree from
their attention will remain focused on each other music. Several musical solos will who played piano selections, Breeden, and the Senior Manager, the College of Pacific in 1930.
o
or on the wins and .losses of the basketball team also be presented in these special Florence Newberry, who sang James Catterall, will make the The choir is rated as one of DeMolays
"June" and "My Song of Love selection.
Easter services.
the best Junior College A Cap
Only occasionally does some dramatic event sue
Editor
Chapel services yesterday pre For You," and Harriet Kientz
Also,
a
gold
medal
will
be
pre
pella Choirs in Northern Cali Organize
Phone 9-9121 or 2-6146
ceed in cracking their iron shell of indifference sented Dr. Brown, who spoke on who gave a reading.
sented to the first local distance fornia, and has won distinction
o
Twenty members of DeMolay
When it does, Johnny Q. and Janie R. thrust all the subject, "Christianity in the
Manager
runner who breaks the Coach's in numerous tours through the now at Pacific and the Stockton
Scientific
World."
Dr.
Brown
was
Phone 9-9121 or 2-2510
too-naive noses outside the cloistered campus
state.
An
evening
concert
was
Laurence
College
2-mile
record
S. C. A.
sponsored by the First Baptist
Junior College attended the
watch the world go by. Neither understanding nor Church of Stockton. Miss Bessie
of 10:07, which has stood since presented here last year.
organizational meetings of the
every ,Eri
o
CALENDAR
1908.
liking what they see, pur heroes retire once more to Swanson contributed a cello solo.
new campus organization last thePublished
Colleg-e year by the - , B
o
dent
Association.
Friday
and
Wednesday
evenings.
the regular routine of campus rumor, reality, anc
Omeqa Phi Ends
Monday:
ond class matter October *, ,|foj
The next meeting will be held at
the Postoffice, Stockton, ^ Jgfl
romance.
7:00—Cabinet and council meet
Unique Set-up Is
DATES FOR
Wednesday evening at 8:00 in nia, under the Act of Marc sj)eC|j
Rush
Season
ing.
Acceptance
for mailinK
in gee
How Janie R. and Johnny Q. (to put them in
rate of postage provided 1 ,j)0rM
Omega Phi's rush season will the S.C.A. Building.
Tuesday:
Pease's
Subject
ENGLISH
tion
1X03,
October
3,
191".
»
their proper Leap Year order) can remain oblivious
Dr. Fred L. Farley will be the
close tomorrow afternoon with a
10:45—Chapel.
club's adviser. Carroll Clark, October 24, 1924.
impor
to the blasts which must strike them from all sides Dr. Glenn R. Pease of the 4:15—Public Affairs meeting.
recreation
program
including
TEST
scribe of a local chapter of De
psychology
department
of
football
and
baseball.
During
the
the
Wednesday:
like cannon balls bouncing off an ironclad is more
SUBSCRIPTIONS
College of the Pacific and the
afternoon a light, lunch will be Molay, is acting as temporary
3:20—Committee meeting.
May IS and May 25 have
$1.50 A TEAR
than we can see.
chairman
until
election
of
offi
Stockton Junior College is the Thursday:
served to members and their
been set aside by the Eng
For
Advertising
RateS'
cers
can
be
held.
If we might be pardoned for stealing the stuff author of an article published in 4:40—Meeting of the Crosscam
guests.
lish department as the allor
See
Manager.
—
-o—
from "Information Please," we'll paraphrase, "Wake the February 24 issue of the edu
ways.
At 6:30 the rush function will
important dates for the Eng.
1939
Member
conclude with an Italian dinner
Iish comprehensive exam
up, PSAers." Take a look around, and don't shut cation magazine, "School and So 6:00—Town Meeting of the Air.
One Moment,
ciety."
at the Basque Hotel.
Friday:
ination.
both ears and eyes all the time.
Associated 0B
The article, entitled "Unortho
Hugh McWilliams is chairman Please
2:25—Cosmopolitan Club.
The examination is re
dox Academic Wedlock," deals
of the rush committee. Other
—
o
quired of all English majors
(Continued from page 1)
with our unique College-Junior
members are Les Dow, Bob Monwho are following Plan I for
College setup, which two institu King Gets
agan and Ben Hamm.
their major. Any who are
Editorial Board
send the sprinters racing down
tions occupy the same buildings.
o—
desirous of doing graduate
the
track,
and
then
how
are
we
JANET
McGINNIS, News
New Chair
A good editor is one who has never made a mis
o
work must take this exam
going to explain things? Yes, BILL BIDDICK, Editor'®1
Foreign
Policy
take; who has never offended anyone; who can ride
ination.
comrades, something must be
A barber chair is being pur
Haggin to Show
Assistant
A debate on American foreign done!
The test has been broken
two horses at the same time he is straddling a fence
chased to replace the old chair
BETTY DIXON, Society
policy was presented by the PSA
up
into
two
sections
because
that is now in the PSA barber
with both ears to the ground; who always picks the Rivera Drawings
BOB CONAWAY, Sporty .tur<
debate squad before the North
those in the department
FAMOUS QUOTATION
shop. The new chair will be white
1
right team as well as the right politician to win; who California art will be presented enamel with blue upholstery and
ern Convention of' Japanese Revised and made unquotable ALICE RUDEBAUGH,
feel that the students will
e. p
RAY
GROSSE,
Ex<'hanS
fU
Christian
Youth
Saturday
after
be
able
to
do
better
work
never has to apologize; who has no enemies and who in cross-section Sunday at the will be the property of the PSA.
.
.
.
.
with
apologies
to
Alfred
IERROLD
WALKER,
noon
at
the
Christian
Church.
under
less
strain.
The
sub
Lord
Tennyson:
Haggin
Galleries
in
Victory
Park
The chair in the shop at the pres
has worlds of prestige with all classes, creeds, anc
JESSIE IIANNAY, 0"\P r»pl|
Carl Fuller and Bill Biddick
ject content of the examina
when an exhibit of 30 oil paint ent time is very old, having been
In the spring a young man's TOM WOODRUFF, Photos
races.
Allen Breed and Claude Hogan
tion will be given at a late
ings by California artists will go purchased in 1930, when it was
lancy
lightly
turns
to
thoughts
DAVE MATTHEWS, Ani .
date.
were the participants in the dead
1 on exhibition.
There has never been a good editor—Selected.
then approximately 25 years old.
of love and his eyes turn to
ly struggle.
MISS
ELEANOR nfrCAh^'
MeCA
look.
Faculty Adviser
°0r<
more'

—Proverbs 9:9
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collection of
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Exclusive But Not
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Wake Up!

PACIFIC WEEKL)
GREGG PHIFER,
BILL BECKER,

Editors
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4 L CAP YEAR
IS DANCE
THEME
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-T-ine leap year as 4 themG'
h» Theta Tau will give its
. Hance of the season tomornight from 9 till 1 to the
. \J i*1* , 0f Bob McCormick and
ins .
str»
, musich" the committee for the dance
%,"«,
°n bj" Jackie Ritchie. Bette
ejickinger- Minnie Sawyer and
firS

*e,„

'2'U'i
7 7[ \S0
h«v*
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*
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'

^

^ u \\

cjrah Cameron.

Members and their guests who
Planning to attend are as fol*Z,, Betty Barry, Ernie Atkinl0!. Sarah Cameron, Dick Patri50June Lane, Gordon White;
?'ek'ie Parker, Latta Ross, Bon•P Smith, Bob Wentz, Ruth Cow"Ij Vernon Schmidt, Betty Beh">«• "»<y *'
Stan Shane, Virginia Spenfl' Bert Chance, Nancy Brown,
onbDuBois, Betsy Jones, Phillip
jjjtcbie, Claire Pratt, Dick Loo
•* .>»N mis, Bea McCarl, Les Knoles,
Rice, Jack Rittenhouse,
K U»t «j *<v & Hoge, Keith Thomas, Au
Ly Grady. Herm Sapiro, Nickie
,r
rjcovich, Bill Barnett, Bette
Lci|h»."\ jlickinger, Dick Nelson, Lois
fenstermacher and Bob Downs.
•',w
* patrons and patronesses for
iN
»>u.
the evening are as follows: Mr.
11,1 like t
and Mrs. Russell Bodley, Mr. and
la k°nhS jjrs. John G. Elliot and Mr. and
jjrs> Gordon Patten.
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RHIZITE RUSH

Rho Lambda Phi held their sec<Ua
you
ond rush party last night under
loti^ the direction of Bob Kientz. Memu
h i n ' r >' thV?
B
bers and rushees first had dinner
•Porting ,r ?P
at Rhlzomia, and then went to
11
**>' Mick,'I®
the PSA dance in the gym.
1
IV|

««- U>V°\

she!

,nd
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IT'S SPRING ...

who h»v« .
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Following the dance the group
at the house for a literary
meeting.
met
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Meeting

sses

COATS
COSTUMES
DRESSES

Violets formed the theme last
Monday night for the formal
rush dinner at Mu Zeta Rho,
and the deep purple of these
flowers was repeated in table
appointments.
Cocktails were served in the
living room preceding the dinner,
and at the conclusion the guests
and members enjoyed bridge.
Betty Dixon and Betty Lee
Mathews were chairmen for the
affair.
The orange and green shades
of the desert were chosen by
Adelaide Weinstein as a theme
for the tea at Mu Zeta on
Wednesday afternoon.
Cacti and marigolds were used
attractively about the rooms, and
food also carried out the color
of the desert theme. Miss Flor
ence Klaer, housemother, pre
sided at the tea table. Miss
Weinstein was assisted by Eloise
Lambert.
Black and white was the strik
ing color combination for the
rush dinner at Mu Zeta Rho
last night, and added an Im
pressive note to the formal
theme. Members of the sorority
were dressed In either black or
white.
Color theme was selected by
Betty Lee Mathews and Betty
Dixon. Harriet Budin, general
chairman, had Eloise Lambert
and Norma Marcellin assisting
her.
This afternoon, Mu Zeta Rho
will preside at the last rush
function, a tea from three until
five o'clock. A flower motif has
been selected by Mary Ellen
Hoosen, chairman, and spring
flowers will be used to decorate
the rooms. Ice cream will be
served in mock flower pots, and
each serving will boast a real
flower of Its own.

Stockton's Finest
Beauty Salon

Permanent
Waves

$2.50

and
Accessories

Up

Shampoo And
Finger Wave

75«

ON THRIFT
TICKET

DONOVAN'S
Smart Shop
336 E. Main St.

—L/ |

eauty

Marion Anderson, Roland
Hayes, Paul Robeson in song;
Gilpin in drama; and now the
barn-storming Gash, who is
under contract for a tour which
will cover cities in 30 states,
seem to indicate that raceprejudice and the dictum of the
old South is decreasing in
significance in the musical
world.
A native of Denver, Gash first
attracted attention in 1934, when
he won both the Colorado State
Piano Contest and the Public
Schools Piano Contest. At that
time his outstanding talent
gained for him the sponsorship
of a Denver millionaire and his
wife, who eventually sent to
this coast to study with the
eminent pianist and teacher,
Schmitz. He presented three re
citals in New York's Town Hall
last fall, gaining the recognition
which sends him here Tuesday
night. Next fall he is scheduled
for a concentrated coast-tocoast tour that is predicted by
some to be all he needs to be
placed on a par with Ander
son, et al.
The program for the evening
follows:
i.
Prelude from Second English
Suite
Bach
Choral "Now Comes the Gentle
Savior"
Bach
Toccata and Fugue in D minor
Bach-Tausig
II.
Sonata Opus 23, No. 57 (Appassionata)
Beethoven
III.
Etude Opus 25, No. 2
Chopin
Etude Opus No. 6
Chopin
Etude Opus 25, No. 12 . .Chopin
Polonaise in F Sharp minor . .,
Chopin
IV.
Terraces des Audiences de claire
de Lune
Debussy
Prelude
(from
"Suite
for
Piano")
Debussy
Jeux D'eau
Ravel
Allegro Barbaro
Bartok

0

Alpha Kappa Phi fraternity
will hold the second of their
rush events of this semester to
nights when they hold an infor
mal Rush Dance from 9 until 12.
Music will be furnished by Kenny
Hepper and his orchestra.
The theme of the dance is in
keeping with the times with a
"Bombshelter" arrangement be
ing featured. Carl Moore, Harold
Dieckmann, Duane Sewell, Dave
Gay and Dean Gay compose the
committee on decorations. Bob
Conn, Fred Cox, and Dick Toms
comprise the refreshment com
mittee.
The following members are
planning to attend with their
guests: Duane Sewell, Dave Gay,
Dean Gay, Bob Conn, Ted Nor
ton, Dave Smith, Elwood Moffitt,
Jack Blinn, George Briare, Fran
cis Hellman, Dwayne Mears, Jere
Tilson, Fred Cox, Jerry Bentley,
Dan Pengilly, Joe Thornton, Dick
Toms, Elton Martin, Roy Cooper,
Stan Vaughn, Carl'Moore, Mel
Caviglia, John Travaille, George
Tomasini, Neil Howard and Ed
Fay.
Patrons for the dance include
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fenix and
Miss Patty Pierce.
*

*

Omega Phis
Add Play
Room

BETTY DIXON, Editor

Eugene Gash, 17 • year - old
Negro pianist, will perform on
the Conservatory stage Tuesday
night.

*
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SOCIETY

Archites and
Rushees to
Enjoy Dance

New Thrift Dept.

Exclusive But Not
Expensive

oads

Mu Zeta Rho Color Line
Concludes
Is Fading
Rush Events
Musically?
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Suitable for billiards or bull
sessions is the new rumpus room
at Omega Phi Alpha house. Fra
ternity men have recently redone
the interior of the basement in
knotty pine and this attractive
room forms an additional space
for informal recreation.
Chairs in matching knotty pine
have been added, and other fur
nishings carry out this theme in
the play room.
Informality of such rooms
seems a popular thing at Pacific,
for Omega Phi is the second
house to convert a basement into
a rumpus room. Mu Zeta Rho
sorority finished their rumpus
room last tall and introduced it
to the rest ot the campus at an
after-game dance.

MARY
RANNEY will

*

be one of

ten

models

the

Mu

at

Zeta

*

*

Alpha Thetas
Have Many
Rush Plans

Rho

fashion bridge
tonight at 8:00.

A formal dinner tonight will
complete rushing activities this
semester lor Alpha Theta Tau
sorority. In charge of the dinner
will be Sarah Cameron with
assistance from Janet Porter,
Minnie Sawyer, and Nickie Ficovich.
Preceding rush events this
week began with an informal
tea Monday afternoon from 3
to 5 with Bea McCarl as chair
man. On her committee were
Bonnie Smith, Frances Hull, and
Courtesy Stockton Record
Ruth Coward.
A formal dinner was held
Wednesday night with Sarah
Cameron acting as chairman and
assisted by Lois Fenstermacher
and Ann Hodgekins.
Another tea was held from 3
to 5 on Thursday afternoon.
Heading the committee for this
event was Betty Barry with help
f r o m B e t s y Jones, Jackie
Ritchie, and Pat Railsback.
* * *

Co-eds Model Spring
Clothes at Fashion
Bridge Tonight
The latest spring fashions will
be modeled this evening at the
Mothers and Patronesses of Mu
Zeta Rho Bridge and Fashion
Show. Mrs. Carl Rausch, presi
dent of the club, is general chair
man for the affair.
A gala array of flowers, in
keeping with the spring motif,
will be attractively arranged
throughout the rooms.
Bridge will begin at 8 o'clock
and will be climaxed by the Fash
ion Show in the latter part of the
evening.
Clothes will be modeled from
the Jessie Culbert's Shop. The
models are Misses Eloise Lam
bert, Harriet Budin, Norma Mar
cellin, Bette Lee Mathews, Helen
Cortelyou, Genemarie Anderson,
Mary Ellen Hoosan, Betty Dixon,
Beverly Wright, Joyce Wiggins,
Vivien Manary, Phyllis Grimshaw, Mary Ranney, Meri Wolf,
Ruth Lombardi, Gayle Rawles,
Pat Carson, Mrs. L. A. Mills and
Mrs. L. J. Vannuccini.
Miss Mildred Logamarsino will
play piano selections during the
fashion show.
Assisting Mrs. Carl Rausch
are Mrs. Vernon Handley, Mrs.
J. W. Gardner and Mrs. G. C.
Ulrey, refreshments; Mrs. J.
Stewart Moore and Mrs. L. J.
Vannuccini, prizes; Mrs. Parkin
son and Mrs. W. D. Anthony,
tables and chairs.
Reservations can be made by
telephoning Mrs. George Hench
or Mrs. L. A. Mills.

DINNER IS
ITALIAN

Dashiell Talks

Dinner was served rushees at
the Alpha Kappa Phi fraternity
Friday, March 1, at 6:30 at the
first rush event given by the
fraternity this semester.
The dinner consisted of Italian
style platters of salami, cheese,
onions, radishes, olives and
pickles, large chicken tamales,
French rolls, coffee, cookies, and
all the ice cream one could safe
ly consume.
Carl Moore, president of Al
pha Kappa Phi, introduced mem
bers and rushees. Then all ad
journed to the Chico basketball
game. After the game the rush
ees and members returned to the
house for various games. Re
freshments were served through
out the evening.

Coach Doug Dashiell of the
College athletic department will
speak this Sunday evening for
the Life Questers' League on
the subject of "How Athletics
Can Contribute to a Christian
Life."
The meeting will start
promptly at 6:00 p. m.

Headquarters

"gayer costumes"
for
important dates
and
campus wear

coats
suits
dresses
millinery
shoes
play togs
lingerie

ml

Ml

rik^

c**

ut*n*

w

,
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sweaters
blouses
skirts
jacket
sport hats

(-(K'l ,<

Campus
Oxford
6.95

IT'S NEW ...
. . . IT'S MODERN
Excellent Work By
Advanced Students

See the Gorgeous New
JESSIE E. CULBERT Creations at the MU ZETA RHO
Fashion Show and Card Party

JESSIE E. CULBERT
Specializing In Formats
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

10 W. Harding Way

Promote a Casual Look
in your campus clothes ... a smartly studied ap
pearance that will be yours for buying your skirts,
shirts, and cardigans in Smith & Lang's sports
shop—where the smartest of outdoor clothes are
ever present.

Cotton
Stripes
and
Long sleeves

THE UJOnDER
us !»»• u* $*•••

STOCKTON

SPORT SUITS for Campus Wear
NEW FORMALS for Evening

CLAR-ELISE DRESS SHOP
3 large floors

NEWBY'S
Beauty School

Conventional cottons and silk crepes,
vivid stripes—short and long sleeves.

Hosiery—Lingerie—Accessories

<K

Visit

Shirts

Designed Especially For
M'lady, the Co-ed

•"'.Vo-V off

Three cheers for Pacific will
ring out this afternoon at Tau
Kappa Kappa's black and orange
tea from 3:00 to 5.00. Pom poms,
banners and tigers will carry out
the decorations, which are in
charge of Lois Mae Ventre. Marnie Nile is general chairman for
the afternoon.
Also carried out in the color
scheme will be the refreshments.
Presiding at the tea table will be
Mrs. George Smith, president of
the Tau Kappa Kappa Mothers'
Club.
Amid a setting of gardenias
attractively arranged on the din
ing table Tau Kappa Kappa held
its last formal dinner of the rush
ing season last evening from 6:15
to 8:30. To further the decoration
theme tall white tapers and can
delabra formed the base for
banks of gardenias.
Present as an honorary mem
ber of the house was Mrs. Amos
A. Stagg.
General chairman for the din
ner was Rosemary Strader. In
charge of decorations were Jean
Strong, Melba Jean Loyd and
Ethel Stark. Following dinner a
novelty program of songs, piano
selections and games were under
the direction of Lois Lasell, Mil
dred Field and Marjorie Sage.
A novel wash day tea was held
by Tau Kappa Kappa under the
direction of Barbara Lennox
Wednesday afternoon from 3:00
to 5:00. In charge of decorations
and refreshments was Margo McIntyre. Tea was poured by Mrs.
G. A. Werner.
An attractive formal Rainbow
dinner climaxed with a pot of
gold centerpiece and rainbow ta
pers was enjoyed at Tau Kappa
Kappa Monday evening. Chair
man of the evening was Alice
Hall, with Mildred Field in charge
of decorations.

THE ORIGINAL AND GENUINE

All Genuine White Buck - - 8,95
I

"Confucius say many velly nice
things" to the rushees at the
China feed over at Epsilon house
last Friday evening. Chinese fig
urines, heavy incense burning in
little china dishes, Chinese drap
eries and spring blossoms were
the decorations used to carry out
the atmosphere of the old China
that Confucius must have known.
Litfle scrolls of parchment with
imaginary sayings of Confucius
were read. Dorothy Sack was
general chairman of the evening,
her assistants being Phyllis Stab
ler, decorations; Barbara Laddon,
table setting; Marguerite Etzel,
program, and Beth Shauer, clean
up.
Camelias were used in the
flower arrangements last Mon
day afternoon for Epsilon's for
mal tea. Mrs. Ralph Brady and
Mrs. C. E. Corbin presided at the
tea table. Jean Morgan was gen
eral chairman of the afternoon.
Ruth Udden, Dorothy Sack, Elo
ise Smith and Jean Morrall were
her assistants.
Guests were invited to climb
aboard the SS Epsilon last Wed
nesday evening for the first for
mal dinner at Epsilon Lambda
Sigma. A small beacon light
beckoned the guests to the gang
way, and from there they were
given their tickets for their
staterooms. Dinner was served
in the ship's dining room, with
Mrs. Flack, housemother, and
Pat Seavers, president, presiding
at the captain's table. After din
ner the guests adjourned to the
deck where a program was pre
sented against the sky and sea
for a background.
Betty Fink was general chair
man for the evening. Lois Bugbee was chairman of the decora
tion committee, and Ruth Udden
of setting the table. DeEtte Hamsher and Jean Morrall were
chairmen of the clean-up and
program committees respec
tively.
Ruth Udden was general chair
man for Epsilon's last tea yester
day afternoon. Jean Ferguson
and her decoration committee
used spring blossoms in white
and pink to decorate the rooms.
Lucille Kowatch was chairman
of the entertainment committee,
and refreshments were in charge
of Betty Fink. Phyllis Stabler
was chairman of the clean-up
committee.

GIRLS! TONIGHT!

Dr. Tully C. Knoles spoke be
fore the Tracy Men's Club at the
Tracy Methodist Church last
Tuesday evening.
Dr. Tully Knoles was the guest
#
*
*
speaker for the Lodi Rotary Club
Thursday noon. Sunday after
Helen Dowdal had her tonsils
noon he will speak before the San removed last week-end and is re
Joaquin Youth Council.
covering nicely.

C.O.P.'S

Epsilon Takes TAU KAPPA
PLANS ARE
Tip From
MANY
Confucius

CLARA E. BILLETER

Skirts

1.50
1.95
and

2.95

Capistrana serge in pastels and black
and navy . . . flannels and wool crepe
in pleats and gores.

3.95 and 5,95
Cardigans
Classic styles in long and short sleeved
Shetland wools. Baby pastels and
dazzling white.

1.95

to

5.95

SMlTH & LANG.
-JAjlltluOL

12}haruu

2051 PACIFIC AVE.

/

5~5 8 5 1
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Basketball Finis
for C. O. P., Cubs
Wildcats Lock
'Cellar' Door

Business and Professional Directory
TRY THE—

Forty-Nine Drug Co.

better

business

FRIEDBERGER'S

CWHESS

Main & El Dorado, Ph. 2-4893
Poplar & Yosemite, Ph. 2-5143
Everything to be found in a
first-Class Pharmacy

fOTSN

positions

H U M P H R E Y S
(Since 1896)
Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber .. Stockton

BOB'S

CORSAGES?
TRY THE

COLLEGE
FLOWER
SHOP

Supply Milk
for the

Fighting Tigers

"On Pacific Avenue"
PHONE 2-6550
Or See
DICK BENTLEY
Campus Agent

OFFICE:
602 S. Center St.
Phone: 2-8220

BLEWETT'S

B0ST0N1AN
Fit Right — Feel Right

FOR DELICIOUS
FROSTED MALTS
and
ICE CREAM

. . They're Walk-Fitted

FRESH FLAVORS DAILY
2017 PACIFIC AVE.
ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

JEWELERS

"The Taste Will Tell"
ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

FARMS

339 East Main Street

GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

2014 Pacific Ave.

DUNNE
SHOE CO.
330 E. Main St.

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
830 S. California

BOB CONAWAY, Editor

THE BRAIN TRUST

Surveying spring football candidates are coaches A. A
STAGG, RALPH FRANCIS, and BOB COE. Monday, the
mentors began an exhaustive workout to last seven
weeks. During this period players will be drilled in the
fundamentals of the game.

Sun, Grass and Pigskin
Assist Footballers
With the aid of perfect football weather, and a field
in excellent condition, Coach "Double A" Stagg and his
staff of assistants commenced drilling spring football
candidates with light paces Monday.
Grass drills and other conditioning exercises along

with passing, kicking, and non *
contact blocking have been the
dominant activities during the
first week of practice.
KICKERS, PASSERS
Several exceptional punters
have been uncovered, but only
two of them, namely, Jack Frischoltz, a 185 pound Compton
J. C. transfer and "Dusty"
Miller, Stack Set Marks;
Miller, ex-Cub, have mastered
Brown
Barely Misses
the peculiar one-step kicking
method employed in the Stagg
If Coach Jackson doesn't look
system.
Outstanding, although the sea out the gold medal he is holding
son is yet young, is Pacific's for the best athlete in the J. C.
lack of usually good passers. To is going to have a lot of con
date the passing has proved to tenders.
be below par, but the develop RECORDS FALL
ment of several passers who
In the organization meet
have shown potential ability is
held yesterday afternoon
expected.
several old intramural marks
Among promising new candi
were cracked. Miller in the
dates with no previous varsity
880 bettered the old mark by
experience are Floyd Swaggerty,
better than six seconds. The
the youngest of the Milpitas
broadjump mark also fell
brother act, Bob "gooey" Dewey,
with Stacey flying 21 feet SVi
inches. The old mark was 20
Folendorf, Groves, Hebbron,
feet 8 inches. Another mark
Miller, Spaulding, Bill Johnson,
that nearly got upset was the
La Moine, Holden, Moore, and
220 mark that Brown missed
"Silent Ed" Denny.
by one-tenth of a second.
J. C. SPRING PRACTICE
The official results are as fol
A move to institute jaysee
lows. The 220 race was won by
practice, at the bequest of
Brown, with Tovani second, and
Coach Doug Dashiell, is
Tulloch third. Time: 23.1. The
under consideration by the
220 low hurdles was won by
members of the Athletic
Cooley, Brownell, and Conn third.
Board. Contrary to prevail
Time: 27.1. The 880 saw Miller
ing opinion, plans have not
win with Thompson and West
been definitely deserted.
trailing. The time was 2:01.6.
GOOD TIME
That marathon, the two mile,
saw King, Earley, and Purviance

Records Take
Beating in
Intramural

CALIFORNIA
Steinbeck's

'Grapes of Wrath'
STARTING SATURDAY

msMd

Rapidly rounding into the form which took it jnt
second i»osition in the Far Western Conference fina]s
the Pacific track squad promises to again challenge th1
superiority of the championship Fresno team.
A well-balanced aggregation has been working daiu
•under the supervision of Co^

sa

ULL

LAUGH RIOT

W. C. FIELDS

2302 Pacific Avenue

AND

MAE WEST
IN

"My Little Chickadee"
ALSO

Lubrication By
Roy "Chopper" Cooper

"Oh, Johnny,
How You Can Love!"

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.

SAT. - SUN. - MON.

'Allegheny
Uprising'

'Pack Up Your
Troubles'

Jane Withers • Ritz Bros.
Tues. - Wed. - Thurs. - Fri.

'Elizabeth & Essex'

SUMMARY
Singles—Sea d. Spindt 6-1, 6-3
(S); Martens d. Umipeg 4-6, 6-4,
6-3 (S); Sabiston d. Scheuer 2-6,
6-2, 9-7 (P); Trezise d. Roberts
6-4, 6-4 (P); Huteheon d. West
erberg 6-0, 6-0 (P); Hubbell d.
Fuller 7-5, 6-3 (S).
D o u b l e s — Sea- Martens d.
Spindt-Sabiston 6-2, 7-5 (S); Umipeg-Hutcheon d. Scheuer-Roberts
4-6, 6-3, 7-5 (P); Trezise-Fuller d.
Hubbell-Westerberg 4-6, 6-4, 6-2
(P).

INTERCLASS
The lettermen will get
their first taste of competi
tion in the coming interclass meet, scheduled for
Wednesday and Thursday of
next week; however, new
men are to be tried in the
"organization" meet being
held this afternoon.
finish in that order. The time
was 10:33.3.
Blackwell and Beanland tied
for first place with Berry trail
ing in the high jump. The
marker stood at five feet three
inches when they quit. The new
broadjump record stands at 21
feet three and a half inches
with Stacey, Tulloch and Alphonse finishing in that order.
REST TODAY
The last half of the meet
will go off this afternoon.
Optimism runs high with the
meet yesterday afternoon
showing some very good ma
terial. The turnout was good
with cooperation all the way
around.

MRS. HOLMAN'S
1603 Pacific Avenue

6:30 a. m. to 12 p. m.

PLATE LUNCHES
DONUTS
SANDWICHES
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

Bette Davis - Errol Flynn

'Cat & the Canary'
Bob Hope - Paulette Goddard

OOLDEN WEST Inc.
LAURDERERS'CUAHEfiS

"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

SAN JOSEANS EXPERIENCED
San Jose will bring a veteran
aggregation including John Krysiak, Victor Ehle, Jack Dixon and
Ken Boscacci. Coach Blesh of the
Spartans is fortunate in having
almost the same team as last
year with the exception of Jack
Dixon, well known Stockton play
er, who is now with the prune
city combination.
In the feature match last
Saturday against the Shell
Oil Company team Herman
Spindt found the southpaw
style of Don Sea, oiler rank
ing man, puzzling, dropping
his singles match by the
scores of 6-1, 6-3. Ian Hutcheon displayed mid - season
form in defeating Elmer
Westerberg 6-0, 6-0. Sandy
Trezise, Doug Sabiston, Gene
Fuller and Marcello Umipeg
also Impressed the onlookers
with their excellent earlyseason play.

E

Claire Trevor - John Wayne

ON PACIFIC AVE.

SMILING SHELL
SERVICE

Conference Champs, Newcomers
Improve 2nd Place Group

The College of the Pacific ten
nis team, fresh from a narrow
5 to 4 victory last week over the
Shell Oil Company team of Mar
tinez, will meet the San Jose
State Spartans tomorrow on the
local courts at 10 o'clock. Coach
Kjeldsen will use the same team
he used last week.

BOB'S BARBER SHOP

SIBLEY E. BUSH

NET SQUAD
WHIPS
SHELL OIL
San Jose vs. Pacific
Is Tomorrow's
Bill of Fare

TIGRESS COLOGNE
FOR THE PACIFIC CO-ED

CHINESE, AMERICAN
LUNCHES — DINNERS
Ph. 3-0451

School of Business

Featuring1

Thinclads Well-Fortified
This Year in All Events

Itengal sports fag?

Baby Bengals
Grab Two Wins

The fighting Baby Tigers
lighting to the end, the
Bengal Basketeers again
bared their claws again last
went down to defeat to the
week-end to tuck two more
Chico Wildcats in a twowins in their victory bag, al
game series last Friday and
ready full to overflowing,
Saturday nights by the
The "Fighting Tigers
and wind up the current sea
scores of 51 to 32 and 29 to
played a bang-up basketball
26, respectively.
son with 15 wins and seven
Kame Saturday night. Too
With a siege of cowhide bom
defeats
on the record. The
bad they had to lose it. As
bardments during the last 13
conquering of Armstrong
the clock ticked off the sec
minutes of Friday night's game,
College, 36-29, on Friday and
onds. the Chico players, the
A1 Schlueter of Chico swept clean
Stephens' Cruisers, 48-31, on
Chico coach—Art Acker, the
any hope of Coach Ralph Fran
Saturday made the Cubs'
official—Ned Kay, and the
cis' Tigers winning a final game
winning streak 12 straight.
timekeeper—"Studdy" King,
on their home maplewoods and SLIGHTLY STALE
began to wilt under the tre
insured the hapless Tigers of the
"Dusty" Miller carried off high
mendous strain. They got ex
undisputed honor of Conference scoring honors for the two games
cited and very demonstra
"cellar champions."
with a total of 23 points. He was
tive; only the Bengal basketNIP AND TUCK
followed closely by Don Rogers,
men seemed calm. They had
Starting out to be one of the who accounted for 19 well-earned
a job to do—and they almost
betfer games of the season, it digits. The floor play of the locals
did it!
was bucket for bucket, first one in both games was beyond re
team in possession of the ball proach. However, due to the fact
NO COLOR
The Wildcat aggregation was and then the other. At no time that through a long, hard season
a hard-working outfit. They had was Chico more than four digits they had grown slightly stale,
no smooth offense with well-exe in front of the Hungry Tigers. their shooting was not as accur
cuted plays, but they did use a Half-time score was 24-20 in fa ate as it has been.
fast breaking type of play that vor of Chico.
Due to their admirable end-ofAt the beginning of the
wore down the heavier Bengals.
season record this year, it is
second half the T i g e r s
The crowd was sparse at
thought that the Cubs will enjoy
seemed to go completely to
both games. Perhaps "Doc"
a successful year in the Northern
pieces, passing the ball slop
Breeden anticipated the lack
California Junior College Con
pily and letting man after
of paying spectators. Any
ference next year.
man remain alone in the
way, there was only one offi
HOT-SHOTS RETURN
"hole" to take fast passes
cial on the floor (plenty on
The Tiny Tiger will have
from teammates from the
the benches) and many fouls
four first string men return
white line for innumerable
were missed. The boys kept
ing for another year, and, al
cheap shots. Immediately,
Ned Kay jumping all evethough the loss of "Dusty"
Coach Francis started substi
ring. but the little gentleman
Miller, John Camicia and
tuting frantically, trying in
simply could not see in two
John Singleton, captain-elect
vain to hit a smooth running
different directions at the
for the team this year, is cer
combination, but to no avail.
.-"Tie time.
tainly not negligible, Don
Pacific's chances of putting a
incidentally, Ned Kay was reRogers, Long John Toomay,
game under their belts was
ccntlv appointed basketball men
Bert Mason and Don Sullivan
"Gone With the Wind."
tor at Sacramento Junior College.
are all returning to offset the
The hoys up north will be gun LAST GAME GOOD
loss. These last mentioned
Outstanding floor play for Pa
ning for you next season, Chris.
players are the nucleus about
cific went to Sherwood Norton
which Coach Chris Kjeldsen
LUETEIi HOT
while Walt Kelley and Bob Mom
intends
to model his 1941 ver
As was expected, Cal Aggie agan tied for high score honors,
sion of the Stockton Junior
Forward Steve Chorak led all Les Lenahan, with six markers
College hoop quintet.
Conference members for high each. The Wildcats' star men
po'nt honors. Hardly spectacular, were Schlueter, Whitmer and
the diminutive ace depended up Taylor having 21, 8 and 7 points by "freezing" the ball in the last
minutes of play.
on the complete support of his respectively.
BOX
SCORES
fellcw teammates.
As is the tradition, Coach
And speaking of scoring, Chico Francis started in the final game
First Game
Center A1 Schlueter displayed his all seniors who are graduating,
PACIFIC
(32)
CHICO (51)
usual form in the first game to and the Class of '40 really played
dump 21 points through the net, a bang-up game and continued at L e n a h a n , f . . 6 ! S w e n s e n , f . . . 4
6 Taylor, f .... 7
but his attack was stopped in the a fast pace until a few minutes Kelly,f
finale. He was the season's high before the end, when a new team Dunlap, c ... 4Schlueter, e ..21
Norton, g
5 Copland, g .. 2
scorer for the Wildcat squad.
went into the game.
Monagan, g.. 6 Whitmer, g.. 8
Swensen's final field goal in
Guard Bob "Ajax" AdaScoring substitutes: Pacific—
the first half of the second game
mina showed good form by
Higgins 3, Rogers 1, Henning 1.
gave him an even 200 points for
leading the senior scoring
Chico—Timone 2, Hammerstron
the season; then he swished three
with six points. Other senior
4, Sigel 3. Half-time score: Pacific
more markers through the net
players were Pat Dunlap,
20, Chico 24. Official, Ned Kay.
for a season total of 203. This
Hugh "Jo-Babe" McWilliams,
figure, much more than any
Second Game
Earl Dahl and Ethan HigTiger garnered, was still only
PACIFIC (26)
CHICO (29)
gins.
second best to Schlueter.
Dahl, f
HSwensen, f ..
CATS SLOW DOWN
With 13 minutes left to play, Higgins, f ... 4|Taylor, f
NOT A "COACH"
Francis put in an entire new Dunlap, c ... 2ISchlueter, c..
Contrary to circulating
squad, and this team almost McWilliams, g 2lWhitmer, g ..
opinion, Francis Hellman
squeezed the Wildcats out of Adamina, g.. 6|Copland, g . ..
and Herm Sapiro are NOT
Scoring substitutes: Pacific—
their second game. Bob Monagan
coaches as the overline on
and Kenny Rogers played bril Lenahan 1, Kelly 1, Norton 3,
Hellman's picture suggested.
liant ball in the short time they Monagan 2, Rogers 4. Half-time
They are, as the caption stat
score: Pacific 12, Chico 13. Offi
were in the game.
ed, only "assisting with tu
Chico was able to win the game cial, Ned Kay.
toring duties."

For

A P eSt '
6%df>

COMPLETE CAKE,
PASTRY AND
DELICATESSEN
Open Evenings and All Day
Sunday.

W(

}»iopin: gh s

381
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Swimmers Vie
With Lodi
Preps Today

Offic er Here
Mr. W. K. MacNulty, lieuten
ant-colonel of the United States
Marine Corps, will be in Stock
ton Tuesday, March 12, to Inter
view any young men who are
interested in the Platoon Leader
Class of the Marine Corps. Those
interested may get the particu
lars from the Dean of Men.

SERVICE
At Stockton's Most
Up-To-Date Dry
Cleaning Plant

DU BOIS
DRY CLEANERS
Harding and El Do1*"

Tel. 5-5S83

PSA MEMBER
Independent Agent
All Makes of Radios
Radio Players, Records

DISCOUNT TO PS.A-ERS
PHONE 2-0230

501 North Sierra Nevada Street

>ks ilPkns

£? 1.
..c°btest_ 1 •wV^tern
'l^ccess^ttevor
1&t K!^sured' .I*' 1

« hnt

thSt sidav

SERVING PACIFIC

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

THE COLLEGE

BLUE RIBBON

For Refreshment and Fellowship

THE CUB HOUSE

Dairy Products
Serve Pacific

Your A. W. S. Tea Room
Employing Student Help

448 West Fremont

"Where Old & New Friends Meet'

Phone 8-8613

L

SEEDS
BEDDING PLANTS
VIGORO PLANT FOOD
SPRAY MATERIALS

KNOX SEED COMPANY
509 E. Weber

Wm"-

nsc
Uo
Teiin. •]

BOOKSTORE
• Don't forget to see those
BALL BAND Tennis Shoe •
And be sure that y°u
your Tennis Balls, 'p
Suits (Shirt with C. y _k
emblem). The new » gof Swimming Caps, C
,
Jewelry, Fountain E aii
01
Student Supplies
kinds at—

The Colle9e
Phone 2-0144

off

o.roomm
Stre,

le.

Says—

Everything For The Garden!
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PAUL H. LE0NHARD

PAT DUNLAP
Campus

wonder" 117

Earl Jackson. Increased strength
,|S It w«•<*'ks *
has been forecast for the
STONEWALL
%ht
division, while the championship
if,he r"
russ'3'*1
jol
middle-distance runners
*
the
victory
jumpers are certain to doming
their events.
-a" for u' ^acc Bl
FORD PRACTICES
w»s ,j .'thr°uK
Conference co-champion Le
Ford is sure to be the "crea*
LTOU.
of the crop" in his speciality //, any tell Y'
high jumping. His first in w te
r7
auds
Ltand .V
year's Fresno Relays was the f>1'
only one garnered by a paci.
ficite. In his only competition
Fini
this season, he tied for f0Urth
m o
in San Francisco's indoor meet
and
Kn
jumping over 6 ft. 1 inch.
- «s - outstay
.ctandinKtoC ,
Danny Ostrander, a Sacra.
U.
\
ti
mento J. C. transfer who earned
his jaysee block at Stockton
was
will be good for places in many
nreover
01
^V
and
m
about
meets. Assisting Ford in the
» t o o sup
pole vault will be Les Lenahan
leS
who showed to good advantage Jy'fthe A» '
in interscholastic competition
several years ago.
The quarters and half mile 4'W <f«ln Englh"'1
races are strongholds of return once aga>" ,0 nllow
ing lettermen. Dan Looney, win Lj long en aggrandlwm
i
ner of the conference meet, js German al,lan?
COACH EARL R. "STONE certain to break fifty seconds, R»ssia"; than ever, a"'1
WALL" JACKSON stands sur should his "indecisive knee" de
SSaw
veying his track prospects this cide to behave. There are also A- ® • " * " 1
year. Despite the stern and some available for the 440 and mile
what cloudy expression on his relay, Ernie Atkinson and Vic """Shr, th.
face, he isn't at all displeased Meyers, both having experience Lew
with his present crop of spike- in the latter event, Tovani and Kf
' k-Pwb>
ftaiknns-Kumanl'
men.
Gaumnitz.
George Tomasini won the Uu-lor the showdovs
league 880 in several secStadium Drive . _
conds under two minutes
rhere in the U.S.A.- St
and is a favorite to repeat.
Jaysee transfer Jack Hanner Calif —we're lucky no
may be able to score points , ft worry about any tl
in most dual meets if his tserious than the follow
1 the advent of bah
recent workouts are indicaier some of our Pacifl
tive.y
have again taken to g
Coach Chris Kjeldsen, busy WEIGHTS STRONG
(not gamboling) on
Cordner Nelson, lanky "mara 1 Poker and craps I
mentor for every Jaysee sport,
has turned from basketball to thon" runner, Bob Richards, and K up with the daffc
swimming. He is looking forward Hanner will combine in the dis Stadium Drive,
to a successful season in spite of tance runs. Nelson is current liortunately, at this timi
the fact that he has arranged a favorite to win Coach Jackson's tar the flowers do not g
suicide schedule for the game medal for running the 2-mile enough to cover up the
Cub paddlers.
race faster than the Coach's is of these very obvl
Laurance College record.
gh tightly-knit groups,
MANY NEWCOMERS
The weight men, headed jssion that the average
Six returning lettermen stand
by Champion Fred Bonne- Deceives is something
ready as a basis upon which a
field, will add points to last •favorable.
winning team shall be built.
year's squad. Bonnefield is Diving temporarily the q
Kjeldsen will build his team
hurling the discus well over tl morality (which la 1
around the veterans, Gnekow,
150 feet in practice throws 1 this column would
Simpson, Davies, Stone, Jimmy
and should better his pre- "1 the open ;tir «' >. • 1- h
Van Dyke and Owen, high scorer
vious marks. The Gay f? eru l es of both ('O.I 1 .
for last year's splash crew. New
Brothers and Vernon ton J.C. which I
comers who show promise of
Schmidt will offer valuable gambling a modus op,worth are Devoe, West, Hawkins,
' expulsion. PractlcuJh
place and show points.
Lindsay, Towsely, Warren Mills,
Aron Rempel, and Dave Gay "offenders are Jaysers \
Mason, Mokiao, Thiel and Dykes.
in the ptt«
will compete in the javelin toss. «fAground
The addition of Ralph
doing things.
Wright to the team by his
Both Dean and Dave Gay are
entrance into school in the
adept at putting the shot and •tope that this will s.
Jto the hoys ,0 tnkl. „
second semester has given
form the backbone for the
t hi eyu must h«v«'
the harassed s w i m m i n g
event.
" the public eye. a
coach reason to believe that
Phil Ritchie is the outstand
,he s,u*»<
the season cannot be a fail
ing sprinter; he will be sup
ure. Wright is one of the
ported by block-winner Gregg
finest breast strokers in the
Phifer and Jack Tulloch. "Flip"
United States and can fill in
lost a couple of races to "Dusty" J'Sunny Side . .
capably in any type or style
Nelson of Fresno in the Con
of race with more than mod
ference meet.
L'"'- Tl
erate success.
The hurdle events will suffer
Prod uc tl«
'ail
a
t
t
e
nr
i
a
MEET AT LODI
the loss of Stan Hill, who did
The Baby Bengals will first not return to school; however, I
& cl
enter the water against Lodi Jimmy Ramos has transferred JJj® n'ghts.
High in two meets, one at Lodi his allegiance from the J. C- NyJ*. seru «P a
this afternoon and the other in to Pacific and will negotiate the
A .Native off®
the local pool a week from today. lows. Veteran Walt Kelly is back
'
Although the Flames are usually in a suit; however, in the high
Wsh
v< oft
'P at E
not serious threats to the large hurdles he will be hard pressed " ' V . ,
in RC'Stockton J. C., plenty of good by sophomore Kenny Rogers.
gifted
R01
eompt
competition is offered in every 'Award-winner Frank Purce"S^St' ,and «n ini!,".
race. It is for this reason that will be assisted in the broad
wu for Dick
Chris Kjeldsen's mermen will use jump by Walt Fellers and Ny «
swinp,)
'
tice sessions.
Ut °f '
Rogers.
in
°»
ne
fey. d ln
the two meets with Lodi as pracHollyw
o
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